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**HIBBERT**

N Hibbert

- Thomas Hibbert (1710–1780), factor in Kingston, Jamaica
- Robert Hibbert (1717–1784) of Stockfield Hall, a West India merchant and cotton manufacturer in Manchester ∞ Abigail Scholey (1721–1793)
- Thomas Hibbert (1750–1835), heir to his brother ∞ Letitia Hamilton Nembhard (1765–1851)
- Thomas Hibbert of Birtles Hall, Cheshire ∞ 1826 Caroline Elizabeth Cholmondeley
- Robert Hibbert of Chalfont (1790–1829) ∞ 1st 1816 Laetitia Katherine Leicester (1799–1817); 2nd 1823 Charlotte Drummond
- Frederick Drummond Hibbert of Bucknell (1824–1897)
- Robert Fiennes Hibbert (1860–1924) of Bucknell and Woodpark, Co. Clare ∞ 1887 Florence Jane Alexander
- John Nembhard Hibbert of Chalfont
- Laetitia Hamilton Hibbert
- Anna ∞ Thomas Tippinge of Davenport Hall, Chester
- Maria Tippinge
- George Hibbert (1757–1857), a West India merchant, collector and philanthropist ∞ 1784 Elizabeth (1765–1841), dau. of Phillip Fonnerauer, MP, director of the Bank of England